
  

From Ancient Greece to Feudal 
Europe



  

Greek Heritage

The Boston Marathon
and

The Persian War



  

Battle of Marathon



  

Battle of Salamis



  

Greek Heritage

• Philosophers, Historians, Poets, and Writers 
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Homer

• The Scientific Method vs. Looking Inward 
and questioning everything

• The Idea of Democracy begins here- The 
City-State of Athens was first 



  

The Power of Democracy

• Athens-every male citizen voted on laws 
and government policy

• Citizens were elected or chosen at random 
for positions

• Citizens owned slaves. Non-Greeks, 
women, and slaves were NOT citizens

• Sparta-was the opposite



  



  

Greek Ideas Spread

• Alexander the Great-at age 20 he took over 
Macedonia. In 334 BC, he set out to 
conquer the world- 10 years later he had 
nearly achieved this

• The areas he conquered adopted Greek 
Culture 



  



  

The Glory of Ancient Rome

• “All roads lead to Rome”-50,000 miles 
worth-some still used today along with 
aqueducts built then

• In 27 BC, Augustus began the rule of 
emperors and ushered in Pax Romana 
(Roman Peace) for 200 years-Rome became 
the most powerful state in Europe



  

Roman Law

• Everything written down-as it grew more 
complex it was organized into a legal 
system

• Laws protected all citizens and later all 
people under the empire, except slaves



  

Decline of Rome
• Hundreds of years of warfare followed Pax 

Romana
• Raiders attacked the borders requiring more 

soldiers
• Taxes were raised to pay for this-corruption 

and unemployment worked inside the 
empire

• The empire was divided into East and West-
The East became stronger- The West 
collapsed



  



  



  

Europe in the Middle Ages

• Christian Faith-began during Pax Romana - 
Emperor Constantine became a Christian 
and promoted the new religion-When the 
empire collapsed Christianity remained in 
two churches-Roman Catholic & Eastern 
Orthodox

• Feudalism and the manor system replaced 
the central government of Rome 



  

Europe in the Middle Ages



  



  

The Hundred Years' War
(1337 - 1453)


